As a new month came along, things were not any better as one might desire for the rate of infection of the covid-19 contagion passed the eight thousand figure, let alone cyclonic storms that saw continual downpour for over two days several times. Life, nevertheless, did not freeze, as events continued to shape over this month. Online class progressed according to plan much to everybody’s gladness.

Outreach with Recognition
VVIT is now recognized for its Social Entrepreneurship Hygiene and Cleanliness & Rural Engagement Cell. The Institution made an action plan and formed ten working groups for amelioration of facilities on the campus and in the adopted villages. After the pandemic dies down, the Cell will set forwards its plan of action in such areas as sanitation and hygiene, Waste Management and Water Management, Energy Conservation and Greenery. It will also educate students, faculty and community in like areas.

Remembering Teachers’ Time
One’s life is one’s time. Teachers spent their time guiding and leading others to earn a living. NSS, on the fifth of the month brought this fact to everybody’s remembrance. Mr Rahul, Programme Officer of VIT NSS and a faculty member went back to the origin of the day by displaying a pencil sketch of Dr Radhakrish

Engineers’ Day
15th September is engineers’ day. VVIT, an Institution for engineers, remembered the birthday of Sri Visveswaraya, the renowned engineer of India. The flood protection system he engineered for Hyderabad in the early part of the last century earned him celebrity status.

Placement
The online recruitment process was carried over into this month when Hafeex Muhammad earned opportunity to work for ‘Skylight Builders’. 3 Civil students got placed in Quality Structural one student in Ultra tech.

Service to Society
A purpose of VVIT of reaching out to society was realized when VIT Covid Cell Unit made a ‘Mobile UV Chamber’ and presented it to Medical College Calicut. Articles can be disinfected with this device.

Scholastic Achievement at Graduation
CSE graduation is studded with six toppers: Ranjusha P, 8.8 CGPA, Akshaya P, 8.38 CGPA, Anjali K, 8.62 CGPA, Athulya P.D, 8.10 CGPA, Arya M, 7.74 CGPA, Anaswara, 8.94 CGPA. Ranjusha earned outstanding ‘O’ grade in all the courses of final semester examination. CE graduation shined with Burhana, Sumayya and Fahma earning more than 8 CGPA. ECE Programme has to its credit cent percent pass. Vandana and Sheeba of EEE programme also earned outstanding ‘O’ grade in all courses of the final examination. Despite the massive disruption of life from the pandemic, the human will